
Maintaining your SCADA
computer

Your SCADA computer provides you with valuable,
up to the minute information about your system
24/7- so no doubt, when your computer is down,
your ability to properly monitor your system can be
in jeopardy.

If your operating system is Windows XP or older,
upgrade the computer. Microsoft is no longer
supporting these products and you're urged to
upgrade sooner than later for a multitude of
reasons, with a lack of security updates being at the
top of the list.

Also note that if changes are made to your internet
router, it could possibly have an adverse effect on
the SCADA computer. Please contact the Micro-
Comm service department before allowing anyone
to make changes to your internet router or ethernet
switches between the router and the computer.

And computer crashes always come at the worst
time ever- so back up your computer on a regular
basis. If you do not have a backup regimen, contact
the Micro-Comm service department for assistance.

If you're planning to purchase a new computer,
please contact our service department first! It is
imperative that the correct OS software and
hardware be used to insure the best overall

AFTER HOURS
PHONE SUPPORT

In an effort to supply
a high level of
customer service
and satisfaction,
Micro-Comm, Inc.
makes after-hours
phone support
available to all our
customers at no
additional charge.

Customers can call
our office phone
number (913) 390-
4500 after hours to
leave a voice
message in
the Service
Emergency voice
mailbox (press 2
when prompted to
leave your
message). Your
voice message must
include the phone
number you want the
technician to call. 

The Service
Emergency voice
mailbox alerts the
“on-call” technician
via cell phone to
advise him that a
customer needs to
be called.



performance, security and other features needed to
keep you up and running 24/7.

Sign up for October Micro-Comm in
house training now!

SV-10: SCADAview CSX for Operators (4 hours
of training)
SV-20: SCADAview CSX Studio (3 hours of
training)
SV-30: SCADAview CSX Add Ons (1 hours of
training) $400 per person
TR-10: Troubleshooting Micro-Comm Hardware
(4 hours of training)
TR-20: PLC and Radio Communication
Troubleshooting (4 hours) $450 per person
PR-10: Programming PLC’s for Beginners, RTU
Configuration 32 (4 hrs)
PR-20: Advanced Programming of PLC’s, RTU
Configuration 32 (4 hrs) $450 per person
Schedule for the week of October 26, 2015:
Tuesday Oct. 27 – SCADAview CSX Classes
(SV-10, SV20, and SV-30) from 8am-5pm.
Wednesday Oct. 28 –Troubleshooting Classes
(TR10 and TR20) from 8am-5pm. Thursday Oct.
29 – Programming RTU Configuration 32
Classes (PR10 and PR20) from 8am-5pm.
• All class sizes will be between 4 and 12 people
• Travel and Lodging are NOT included.
• Lunch will be included.
• Class descriptions are listed on the next two
pages.
• Call Micro-Comm at 913-390-4500 to schedule
classes, or email thamilton@mc-mail.com
Micro-Comm Factory Training Descriptions:
SV-10 - SCADAview CSX for Operators:
Training will cover all day to day operations in
SCADAview CSX. Items covered include: SV-
PLC, System Display, Station Display and
Control, Control Group Setpoints, Alarming, and

These calls will be
returned between
the hours 8 AM to 8
PM, 7 days a week
and holidays by our
designated “on-call”
technician. The “on-
call” technician will
assist customers
with troubleshooting,
attempting to resolve
system failures or
determine the best
course of action. 
 
Shipping
repair/replacement
parts and/or onsite
repairs are only
scheduled during
normal business
hours 8 am to 5 pm  
Monday thru Friday. 

Business Hours; 8
am-to 12 noon and 
1 pm to 5 pm CST 
Monday thru
Friday 
Office Phone Number
(913) 390-4500 Fax
Number (913) 390-4550

Micro-Comm, Inc.,
15895 S. Pflumm
Rd., Olathe, KS
66062-8502  
 
micro-comm-inc.com
 
 

A little maintenance
goes a long way...

Sometimes loss of
signal alarms are
caused by an
intermittent
connection that may

mailto:thamilton@mc-mail.com


Reporting. No prerequisites. 4 hours
SV-20 - SCADAview CSX Studio (Advanced):
Training will pertain to SCADAview CSX Studio.
Items covered include: Customer Information,
Folders and Database, Station Setup, Control
Group Setup, Security, Client/Server, Web
Page, Custom Reporting, and Historical Data.
SCADAview CSX for Operators is
recommended as a prerequisite. 3 hours
SV-30 - SCADAview CSX Add Ons (Advanced):
Training is on all Additions to SCADAview CSX.
Items covered include: SCADAdial, SCADAweb,
SCADAreport. SCADAview CSX for Operators
is recommended as a prerequisite. 1 hours
PR-10 - Programming Micro-Comm PLC’s for
Beginners (RTU Configuration 32): What is a
PLC? How do I program a PLC? How will
knowing how to program a PLC help me? We
will answer all of these questions, and also
teach you
how to troubleshoot problems with PLC’s.
Generation 4 PLC’s covered are
M550, M555, M655, M1500, M1550, M1650,
and S4500. No prerequisites. 4 hours
PR-20 - Advanced Programming of Micro-
Comm PLC’s (RTU Configuration
32): Advanced training on programming Micro-
Comm PLC’s. Items covered
include: Programming control and monitoring of
Pump Stations, Lift Stations, and Tanks. You will
learn how to communicate over radio, serial,
and Ethernet between PLC’s. Generation 4
PLC’s covered are M550, M555, M655,
M1500, M1550, M1650, and S4500.
Programming Micro-Comm PLC’s for Beginners
is recommended as a prerequisite. 4 hours
TR-10 - Troubleshooting Micro-Comm
Hardware:
Learn how to troubleshoot Micro-Comm PLC’s,
Radios, and Transducers. No prerequisites. 4
hours

get worse as
humiditiy goes up
and temperature
changes from day to
night.

Once a year or so,
take the coax
connector loose from
where it connects to
your Micro-Comm
enclosure (the
bulkhead lightning
arrestor), clean the
center pin and re
install it snugly. Do
the same for the
small patch cord that
connects the
lightning arrestor to
the back of the radio.

Check to make sure
the other
connections to the
radio (power and
data cable) are clean
and firmly locked into
place when plugged
in. 

If the RTU is
equipped with
battery backup,
check battery
terminals for signs of
corrosion. Also
check battery for
signs of swelling,
cracks or splits. If
any of these
conditions exist, the
battery must be
replaced.

Make a visual
inspection of other
wiring inside the
enclosure- look for
signs of loose wires,
corrosion on
terminals and any
evidence of



TR-20 - PLC and Radio Communication
Troubleshooting: Learn communications from
PLC to PLC via analog radios and enhanced
digital radios, and how to troubleshoot them. No
prerequisites. 4 hours
Hotels Nearby:
• Candlewood Suites: Olathe KS 913-768-8888
• La Quinta: Olathe KS 913-254-0111
• Comfort Inn: Olathe KS 913-948-9001
• Best Western: Olathe KS 913-440-9762

nicked/damaged
wires.

If you have any
questions, contact
our service
department at 913-
390-4500.
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